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		This book explores the ways in which the broad range of technologies that make up the smart city infrastructure can be harnessed to incorporate more playfulness into the day-to-day activities that take place within smart cities, making them not only more efficient but also more enjoyable for the people who live and work within their confines. The book addresses various topics that will be of interest to playable cities stakeholders, including the human–computer interaction and game designer communities, computer scientists researching sensor and actuator technology in public spaces, urban designers, and (hopefully) urban policymakers.

	
		This is a follow-up to another book on Playable Cities edited by Anton Nijholt and published in 2017 in the same book series, Gaming Media and Social Effects.
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Learning IPython for Interactive Computing and Data VisualizationPackt Publishing, 2013

	IPython provides a rich architecture for interactive computing, and as a Python developer you can take advantage of this practical hands-on guide to make yourself an expert. Covers numerical computing, data analysis, and more.


	Overview

	
		A practical step-by-step tutorial which will help you to replace the...
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Pro ReactApress, 2015

	Pro React teaches you how to successfully structure increasingly complex front-end applications and interfaces. This book explores the React library in depth, as well as detailing additional tools and libraries in the React ecosystem, enabling you to create complete, complex applications.


	You will learn how to use React...
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Statistical Analysis: Microsoft Excel 2010Que, 2011

	There was no reason I shouldn’t have already written
	a book about statistical analysis using Excel.
	But I didn’t, although I knew I wanted to. Finally, I
	talked Pearson into letting me write it for them.


	Be careful what you ask for. It’s been a struggle, but
	at last I’ve got it out of my system, and...
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Mathematical Fallacies and ParadoxesDover Publications, 1997
Stimulating, thought-provoking analysis of a number of the most interesting intellectual inconsistencies in mathematics, physics and language. Delightful elucidations of methods for misunderstanding the real world of experiment (Aristotle™s Circle paradox), being led astray by algebra (De Morgan™s paradox) and other mind-benders. Some...
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Criminal Poisoning: Investigational Guide for Law Enforcement, Toxicologists, Forensic Scientists, and Attorneys (Forensic Science and Medicine)Humana Press, 2007

	In this revised and expanded edition, leading forensic scientist John Trestrail offers a pioneering survey of all that is known about the use of poison as a weapon in murder. Topics range from the use of poisons in history and literature to convicting the poisoner in court, and include a review of the different types of poisons, techniques...
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Schaum's Outline of Trigonometry, 4ed (Schaum's Outline Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
Get a firm grasp of trigonometry with this simple-to-use guide! It can help you pump up your problem-solving skills, ace your exams, and reduce the time you need to spend studying. Students love Schaum's Outlines! Each and every year, students purchase hundreds of thousands of the best study guides available anywhere. Students know that Schaum's...
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